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The Kinetics of Granulopoiesis in Normal Man

By G. E. CARTWRIGHT, J. W. ATHENS AND M. M. WINTROBE

I N 1955, when studies were initiated in our laboratory to determine the
suitability of radioactive diisopropylfluorophosphate ( DFP32) as a label

for granulocytes, information concerning the rate of production and move-

ment of these cells was very meager as compared with knowledge of erythro-

kinetics. Since that time, with the development and application of the DFP32

cytoplasmic granulocyte labeling technic11’ and with DNA nuclear labeling

by means of radiophosphorus1216 and tritiated thymidine,’722 knowledge of

the kinetics of granulocytes has grown.

The purpose of this report is to summarize our own studies with DFP32,

to review the limitations of this method, to compare the results obtained with

those obtained by others by other means, and to formulate a concept of

granulopoiesis in normal man based on information obtained with the DFP32

label.

Alkyl phosphates such as DFP are potent irreversible inhibitors of a number

of proteases and esterases such as chymotrypsin,23 trypsin,24 thrombin25 and

the various cholinesterases.26’27 The general reaction of DFP with one of these

enzymes ( E ) , is illustrated in figure 1. One molecule of DFP binds to the

hydroxyl group of a serine residue in the active site of the enzyme and one

molecule of HF is liberated. The inactive and stable diisopropylphosphate-

enzyme ( DIP-E ) derivative remains intact until the protein is degraded. In

the case of erythrocytes at least, the DIP-cholinesterase does not turn over

since the enzyme remains inactive during the normal life-span of the erythro-

cyte.28’29

When the DIP-enzyme is degraded enzymatically, DIP-serine is formed

( reaction 2, fig. 2) . The fate of DIP-serine within the body has not been inves-

tigated. Presumably, the phosphate-serine bond is cleaved and DIP is released

( reaction 3, fig. 2 ) . However, it is conceivable30 that the alkyl groups are

hydrolyzed and that 0-serine phosphate is formed (reaction 4, fig. 2) . If this

reaction occurs, serine would be incorporated into phospholipids ( reaction 5,

fig. 2) through the phosphatidyl serine and phosphatidyl ethanolamine path-

ways. 31 Such a possibility was suggested by Mizuno et al.32 Any phosphoserine

not utilized directly for phospholipid synthesis would undergo enzymic
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Fig. 1.-The reaction of diisopropyllluorophosphate (DFP) with an enzyme

(E).

hydrolysis by the enzyme, phosphoserine phosphatase ( reaction 6, fig. 2 ) ,�

and the inorganic phosphorus pool would become labeled ( reaction 7, fig. 2).

However, since inorganic radiophosphate has not been detected in the urine

of human subjects given DFP32’34 this possibility seems unlikely. Nevertheless

further investigation of this aspect of DFP metabolism is needed.

Approximately 60 per cent of the DFP32 which is injected intramuscularly

or intravenously is rapidly hydrolyzed to DIP by fluorophosphatases ( reaction

8, fig. 2 ) which are present in serum and are widely distributed in tissues.35’86

The fluorophosphatases are not inactivated by the DFP and the reaction to

DIP occurs within minutes. The DIP formed is completely non-reactive with

all proteins and is promptly excreted in the urine without being metabolized

further.3’34’37

The use of DFP as a cell label was first suggested by Grob et al.28 The

first attempt to label erythrocytes with radioactive DFP was made by Cohen

and Warringa34 in 1954. Later Leeksma and Cohen38 successfully labeled

platelets and noted radioactivity in leukocytes.

We have labeled granulocytes with DFP32 by two different technics. In

one, the granulocytes are labeled in vitro and are then returned to the circula-

tion.4#{176}In the other, granulocytes are labeled in vivo by injecting DFP32 intra-

venously.’3’9 The type of information gained from each of these methods of

labeling is quite different and, therefore, they will be discussed separately.

With both technics, of the leukocytes normally present in blood, only the

neutrophilic granulocytes ( PMN neutrophils and metamyelocytes ) label.

Eosinophils, basophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes do not label to a signifi-

cant degree, if at all.7 Therefore, a method is provided for the study of neutro-

philic granulocytes to the exclusion of other types of leukocytes.

LABELING OF BLOOD GRANULOCYTES

The in vitro procedure mentioned above labels only the granulocytes in the

blood. About 400 ml. of blood is withdrawn from the subject and incubated

in vitro for 1 hour with DFP32. A sample of blood is withdrawn from the bag

for the purpose of determining the specific activity and concentration of

granulocytes. The blood is then returned to the donor, granulocytes are

isolated from the blood at appropriate time intervals, and their specific activity

is determined.

After incubating the blood in vitro for 1 hour, the DFP32 is bound to the

cells, to the plasma proteins, or is hydrolyzed to DIP. If after labeling the
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DFP + HE � ‘� DIP-E .s� HF

DIP + Serifle < � DIP-Serfl7e

4,

!xcreted O-45erine P04 -LPhospho1ip1d�
in urine

Serine � PG4 -�-+IPO4 �Pool
Fig. 2.-The metabolic pathways of DFP. DFP, diisopropylfluorophosphate; E,

enzyme; DIP, diisopropvlphosphate; I P04, inorganic phosphate pool.

blood, the plasma is separated from the cells and only the plasma is returned

to the donor, no radioactivity can be detected in the circulating granulocytes.4

These and other studies3 indicate that under the conditions of these experi-

ments, only the granulocytes in the blood are labeled. The granulocytes and

their precursors in the bone marrow are unlabeled.

Distribution of the cells in the blood. Labeled granulocytes when returned

to the circulation of the donor equilibrate between two blood granulocyte

pools, the circulating granulocyte pool (CGP) and the marginal grantslocyte

pool (MGP).46 The equilibration between these two pools is sufficiently rapid

and complete to allow them to be considered as one kinetically, and the size

of the total blood granulocyte pool (TBGP), that is the sum of the CGP and

the MGP, can be determined by the isotope dilution principle. Thus,

SA of bag C x No. C in bag
ThGP =

SA of blood C

where, SA refers to specific activity and G refers to granulocytes.

From the leukocyte count ( WBC ), the percentage of granulocytes ( G)

( neutrophilic metamyelocytes plus PMN neutrophils ), and the blood volume

( BV ) , the number of granulocytes in the CGP can be calculated. Thus,

CCP = WBC/mm3 X 1000 X X BV (in ml.).

100

The MGP can be calculated by subtracting the CGP from the TBGP. The

MGP has been described in detail by Vejlens.39 This pool consists of PMN

neutrophils which marginate along and adhere to the walls of small venules

throughout the body. When the axial stream of a large vein is sampled, only

the granulocytes in the freely flowing circulation (CGP) are measured. There

is a continual and rapid exchange of cells between the cells in the MGP and

those in the CGP. Epinephrine and physical exercise shift cells from the MGP

to the CGP without increasing the size of the TBGP.6’40’41 This type of leuko-

cytosis has been referred to as “pseudoleukocytosis” or “physiologic-leuko-

cytosis.”39’4#{176} It is apparently brought about by such diverse stimuli as emotion-

al factors, convulsive seizures and cardiac arrythmias in addition to muscular

exercise and epinephrine.42
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Fig. 3.-Cranulocvte radioactivity curve in the blood of a normal subject fol-

lowing the infusion of the labeled autologous blood.

The size of the total blood graniiloc�jte pool (TBGP), circulating granulocyte

pool (CGP) and nui.rginal granulocyte pool (MGP) in nornwl subjects. Th�

pool sizes in a group of 109 normal subjects are pre�ented in table 1. The

values for the CGP distributed in a normal fashion. The values for the TBGP

and the MGP were slightly skewed to the side of higher values.

A few of the characteristics of the system may be mentioned. The ratio of

the CGP:TBGP was 0.44 for the entire group. From individual to individual

this ratio varied greatly; the lowest value being 0.16 and the highest 0.99.

There was a tendency for the ratio to decrease a� the size of the TBGP in-

creased.

Rate of disappearance of labeled cells from the blood. The labeled granulo-

cytes leave the circulation in a random fashion (exponential function) (fig. 3).

The mean half-time disappearance (T’/2) in normal subjects was 6.7 hours

(table 1). The values distributed about the mean with a slight skew to the

side of higher values. Within the group of normal subjects, no correla-

tion could be observed between the size of the TBGP and the T’/2. The rate
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784 CARTWRIGHT, ATHENS AND WINTROBE

Table 1.-The Total Blood Granutocyte Pool (TBGP), Circulating Granulocyte
Pool (CGP), Marginal Granulocyte Pool (MGP), Half-Time Disappearance

(T1/2) and Granulocyte Turnover Rate (GTR) in Normal Subjects*

Determination No. of Subjects Mean 95 Per Cent Limitht

TBCPx1O7 cells/Kg. 109 70 14-160

CGP x 10� cells/Kg. 109 31 11-46

MGP x 10� cells/Kg. 109 39 0-85

T’/2 inhours 56 6.7 4-10

GTR x 10� cells/Kg/day 56 163 50-340

#{176}Allof the subjects were healthy, male inmates of the Utah State Prison. The mean

age of the group ± 1 S.D. was 32 ± 8 years. The youngest was 19 years of age; the

oldest was 54 years of age. The mean body weight of the group ± 1 S.D. was 77 ± 8.8

Kg. with a determined range from 56 to 103 Kg. The mean absolute granulocyte count

± 1 S.D. for the group was 4555 ± 1238/mm.3 with a determined range from 1500 to

7200 mm.3
�The 95 per cent limits were determined by plotting the data on arithmetic or log-

arithmic probability graph paper.

of disappearance of the cells from the circulation was not influenced by

shifts between the CGP and the MGP. However, when the rate of entry of

unlabeled cells from the marrow was accelerated by the administration of

bacterial endotoxin, the slope of the radioactivity curve increased sharply.6

The blood of three subjects was labeled with three times the standard con-

centration of DFP32 and the disappearance curve was followed for 4 days in an

attempt to detect a second and slower exponential rate. Only a single

exponential with a T#{189}approximating 7 hours was observed.

The short span of time which the granulocyte spends in the blood should

not be confused with the survival time or life-span of the cell. The erythrocyte,

which carries out its function within the circulation, spends the greatest part

of its “life-span” in the blood and this time closely approximates its total

life-span. The granulocyte, which carries out most of its functions extra-

vascularly, is only in transit in the blood on its way to the tissues. The short

blood transit time is only a fraction of the total life-span of the cell. As will be

discussed later, granulocytes spend more time in the bone marrow than in the

circulation, and as yet, no estimate is available as to the time the cell spends

in the tissues.

Granulocyte turnover rate (GTR). Since granulocytes leave the TBGP in

an exponential fashion and the size of the TBGP can be measured, the GTR,

defined as the number of granulocytes turned over through the blood each day

per Kg. body weight, can be calculated.

Thus,

0.693
GTR = X 24 (hrs.) X TBCP (No. cells X 107/Kg.)

T#{189}(hrs.)

The GTR in normal subjects is given in table 1. There was a tendency for

the values to skew to the higher side. The GTR was between 50 and

200 x 10� cells/Kg./day in 75 per cent of the subjects. The GTR was not in-
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CGP

BM ‘Ni’ �TI58UE5
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Fig. 4.-Model for the total blood granulocyte pool (TBCP) in normal subjects.
CCP, circulating granulocyte pool; MCP, marginal granulocyte pool; BM, bone
marrow.

fluenced by shifts of cells between the CGP and the MGP.6 In general, as the

size of the TBGP increased, the GTR increased proportionately.

Assuming the simple model shown in figure 4 and steady state kinetics, the

GTR is equivalent to the rate of production of mature granulocytes by the

bone marrow. The mean CTR in our group of normal subjects was 163 x 10�

granulocytes per Kg. of body weight per day. Since the mean size of the

TBGP is 70 x 10� cells/Kg., the blood pool turns over 2.3 times per day and

the average time which a cell spends in the blood is 10.4 hours (0.43 days).

Validity of the GTR. The validity of the GTR is dependent on four major

assumptions as well as other considerations which will be discussed in the next

section.

The four assumptions in the calculation of the GTR are ( 1 ) that steady state

kinetics apply, ( 2 ) that the model shown in figure 4 correctly and completely

describes the system, (3 ) that the cells are not damaged by the procedure and

(4) that the label remains attached to the cells, at least for the period of

time the cells remain in the circulation.

It would seem reasonable to assume steady state kinetics in normal adult

subjects with total leukocyte and granulocyte counts within the limits defined

as normal and in whom there is no persistent trend from day to day in either

direction. However, the normal fluctuation in the total leukocyte and absolute

granulocyte counts is great from individual to individual and within a given

individual from time to time. The total leukocyte count in normal subjects

varies from 4000 to 11,000/mm.3 ( 95 per cent limits ) , a factor of � The

absolute granulocyte count varies from 1500 to 7700/mm.3 ( 95 per cent limits),

or by a factor of � For these reasons, the application of steady state kinetics

to such a labile system might be questioned.

The subjects in our investigations were studied under the following “stand-

ard conditions.” They were allowed to have breakfast at 6 A.M. No unusual

physical activity was permitted after breakfast and the infusion of labeled

cells was begun between 8 and 10 A.M.

The calculation of the GTR is based on the model shown in figure 4. In

this model, granulocytes enter the TBGP from the bone marrow; they mix

rapidly and completely between the two blood compartments; they leave the
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Fig. 5.-Alternate models for the total blood granulocvte pool (TBGP) in normal
subjects. CGP, circulating graiiulocvte pool; MGP, marginal granulocyte pool; BM,
bone marrow.

TBGP at a single exponential rate; and they move from the TBGP to extra-

vascular and extramedullary tissues in a one way progression. The cells do

not return to the marrow nor do they return to the TBGP from the tissues.

The models shown in figure 5 must also be considered. However, our own

DFP:�2 studies lend no support for the validity of any of these models. Thus,

it would be expected that the SA curve would not follow a single exponential

rate if labeled granulocytes were returning from the tissues or if they were

simultaneously leaving the TBGP for the tissues and bone marrow at two dif-

ferent rates. Again, no label was detected in granulocytes which were mobil-

ized rapidly from the bone marrow at a time when the bone marrow should

have been labeled if cells move from the blood to the marrow.” Finally, we

have been able to demonstrate” that DFP:�2 labeled cells move directly from

the TBGP to inflammatory exudates without dilution by unlabeled bone mar-

row or tissue granulocytes. Thus, at the present time there is no experimental

evidence from our own work or that of others’3’6”8’19’�’44’45 to indicate that

cells pass from the blood to the bone marrow or return from the tissues to

the blood. Although it can be admitted that the studies cited do not rule out

the existence of such pathways with complete assurance,2 if such pathways (10

exist the rate of exchange of cells must be so small that it cannot be detected

by the currently available technics.

Injury to cells could be brought about by the DFP�2 itself or through trauma

to the cells in the process of handling them. These two types of damage will

be considered separately.

Incubation of blood in vitro with concentrations of DFP32 from 0.3 to 1.0

,.�g./ml. has no effect on the vital staining characteristics, motility, respiratory

activity or phagocytic activity of the granulocytes.3 The pool sizes, T’/2, and

GTR are not influenced by the concentration of DFP32 in the incubated blood

in quantities of 0.1 to 1.0 isg. of DFP32/ml.46 Thus, these studies provide no

evidence that DFP32 damages the granulocytes. It would seem that the

granulocyte is similar to the erythrocyte in that it can function normally with-

out the assistance of the enzymes which are inhibited by DFP.
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KINETICS OF GRANULOPOIESIS IN NORMAL MAN 787

It has been shown by others4#{176}49 that grantilocytes removed from the body

are highly susceptible to damage and that damaged granulocytes are removed

by the lungs possibly the first time they pass through this organ. DFP32-labeled

granulocytes which have been damaged by prolonged in vitro incubation can-

not be accounted for in either the CGP or the MGP immediately after the in-

fusion.4’5 The proportion of cells which is damaged and removed immediately

is an exponential function of the time they are withheld from the body.4 In-

cuhation of the blood for 1 hour in vitro, as is (lone in the routine procedure,

results in damage to about 5 per cent of the labeled cells. This gives rise to

an overestimate of 5 per cent in the calculation of the TBGP and the GTR.

The possibility must also be entertained that in an occasional experiment, more

than the anticipated minimal damage may occur as a result of technical varia-

tions in the handling of the blood. This may explain the skewing of the distri-

bution curves for the TBGP and the GTR in the direction of higher values.

From a consideration of the nature of the DFP32 bond with proteins, it

would be most unlikely that any elution of the laI)el would occur. That this

assumption is true is suggested by the single exponential rate of disappearance

of granulocytes from the circulation and by the observation that the shape of

the disappearance curve is not modified by the concentration of DFP32 in the

incubated blood.4 In addition, numerous in vitro experiments designed to

demonstrate elution of the label have failed to show such elution.3 However,

these observations do not bear on the critical issue of whether the turnover

rate of the labeled proteins is the same as the turnover rate of the cells them-

selves. In the case of erythrocytes, the rate of regeneration of cholinesterase

approximates the rate of erythrocvte production25’29 but this situation may

not hold for granulocytes. The only way in which this issue could be resolved

would be by comparison of the T1/2 and GTR values obtained by means of

the DFP32 label with independent measurements of the same parameters. Un-

fortunately, at the present time there is no other method by which direct

quantitative measurements of the T#{189}and GTR can be made. However, in-

direct estimates have been made by others.

From estimates of the turnover time of the marrow granulocyte reserve,

Craddock et al.13 concluded that the average time which the granulocyte

spends in the blood is about 10 hours. Bond et al.17 concluded from an

analysis of tritiated thymidine grain count data that the average turnover

time for mature neutrophils in the blood is probably 24 hours or less. Patt

and Maloney10 analyzing similar data in the dog concluded that there is a

random disappearance of neutrophils from blood with a maximum time of 17

hours and a mean time of about 8 hours. Rosse and Gurney50 transfused Pelger-

Hu#{235}tcells into a normal recipient and normal cells into a recipient with this

morphologic abnormality and noted that one-half to two-thirds of the trans-

fused cells disappeared within 6 to 8 hours. All of these estimates compare

favorably with the determined mean T1/2 of 6.7 hours in human subjects and

5.6 hours in dogs1#{176}which we have obtained with DFP32-laheled cells. From

calculations of the rate of release of granulocytes from the marrow, based tipomi
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788 CARTWRIGHT, ATHENS AND WINTROBE

the size and turnover time of the granulocyte reserve, Craddock et al.’4’1#{176}esti-

mated a GTR of 167 x 10� granulocytes/Kg./day in man, a figure very close

to our mean value ( table 1).

Reproducibility. The reproducibility of the measurements depends upon the

technical errors in the methods and the biologic variations in the subjects.

The technical errors of the method include the errors in the estimation of

the leukocyte count ( about ± 16 per cent ) ,51 the proportion of neutrophilic

granulocytes as determined by examination of the blood smear ( about ± 14
per cent),5’ the blood volume ( ± 10 per cent ), the radioactivity ( ±3 per cent),

and estimation of the nitrogen content of the granulocytes ( ±5 per cent ) .�

When duplicate samples of blood are carried through the entire procedure of

leukocyte separation, plating, counting, and nitrogen analysis, the values

obtained are reproducible within ± 10 per cent. However, to obtain this de-

gree of reprcducibility the procedure must be followed exactly as outlined

and EDTA cannot be substituted for heparin.

The biologic variation in the system is great as measured from one individual

to another or within a given individual from time to time. The variations in

the measurements from one normal individual to another, expressed as ±1

coefficient of variation have been found to be as follows : absolute granulocyte

count, ±27 per cent; TBGP ±44 per cent; CGP, ±28 per cent; MGP, ±71

per cent; T1/2, ±25 per cent; and GTR, ±51 per cent. Furthermore, when the

measurements were made in a given subject and were then repeated in the

same subject one month later, the variation was nearly as great as the varia-

tion between individuals.6 These variations are greater than can be accounted

for by the technical errors in the method and presumably are attributable

mainly to physiologic variations. This is not surprising since there is con-

siderable lability in the granulopoietic system, as discussed earlier. The kinetic

measurements of granulocytes cannot be expected to fall within the narrow

limits cf variation observed for the kinetics of erythrocytes.

SIMULTANEOUS LABELING OF BLOOD AND Bo� MARROW Gii�jui�ocy’ri�s

Principle. DFP32 is injected intravenously and the SA of the granulocytes

in the blcod is measured at appropriate time intervals for a period of about

three weeks. With this technic it is not possible to measure the size of the

TBGP or to measure its subcompartments, the CGP and the MGP. However,

information concerning the time the granulocytes spend in the blood and

marrow compartments can be obtained. From this information and the GTh

computed by the method described earlier, the size and turnover times of the

bone marrow pools of granulocytes can be calculated.

Initial labeling conditions. The initial labeling conditions are summarized in

table 2. These have been defined by the use of tritium-labeled DFP and auto-

radiography.7

The non-dividing granulocytes in the bone marrow (PMN neutrophils and

metamyelocytes) on the average contain one-quarter as many grains as

the mature granulocytes in the blood. This difference in relative intensity

cf labeling is probably due to the initial exposure of the granulocytes in the
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KINETICS OF GRANULOPOIESIS IN NORMAL MAN 789

Table 2.-Initial Labeling Conditions in the Blood and Bone Marrow after

the intravenous Administration of Tritiated DFP

Relative Intensity

Cell Type of Labeling

Blood granulocytes 1.0

BM neutrophils 0.3

BM metamyelocytes 0.2

BM myelocytes 0.5

BM promyelocytes 0.0

BM myeloblasts 0.0

blood to a higher concentration of DFP than those in the bone marrow. Myelo-

cytes in the bone marrow were found to be labeled with one-half the intensity

of the mature granulocytes in the blood. Promyelocytes and myeloblasts do

not label to a detectable degree.

Specific activity curve of the blood granulocytes. Four examples of the SA

curves of the blood granulocytes are shown in figure 6. The radioactivity is

plotted as CPM per mg. of granulocyte ( G ) nitrogen. The same four curves

are plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale in figure 7.

During the first 1 to 2 days after the DFP32 injection there is a rapid de-

crease in granulocyte radioactivity ( phase I ) . The curve then approaches a

second phase (phase II ) in which the SA of the cells in the blood remains al-

most constant until the 11th day after the injection. A final exponential de-

crease in radioactivity (phase III ) follows the second phase and by the 24th

day the SA of the granulocytes approximates the background counting rate.

Curves of this type have been obtained in 21 normal male subjects. Each of

the three phases in this curve will be discussed below.

In 13 subjects, in addition to those mentioned above, the disappearance

curves were somewhat atypical ( fig. 8 ) . In five subjects there was a hump

in the curve toward the end of phase I ( fig. 8A ) . Phase II was prolonged to

18 days in two subjects (fig. 8B). When the long phase II was extrapolated

and subtracted from the phase I values, a double exponential or biphasic

phase I curve was demonstrated. The phase I curve was biphasic in four ad-

ditional subjects without prolongation of phase II (fig. 8C ) . A long slurred

and sloping phase II was observed in two subjects ( fig. 8D ) . These atypical

curves may be explained by variation in the initial labeling conditions from

individual to individual or by a certain degree of “disorderliness” in granulo-

poiesis in some normal subjects.

Phase I. Since the granulocytes in the blood are labeled initially with four

times the concentration of DFP of that of the mature granulocytes in the bone

marrow (table 2 and fig. 9A ), it would be expected that as the granulocytes

leave the blood and are replaced by mature granulocytes from the bone mar-

row the SA of the blood granulocytes would decrease to 25 per cent of their

initial SA (fig. 9B, C). If this is the case then the rate of exponential decrease

in phase I should be the same as the exponential rate of decrease of labeled

cells from the blood determined after the in vitro labeling of blood. Further-
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Fig. 6.-Cranulocyte radioactivity curves in the blood of four normal subjects
given DFP32 intravenously. The scale on the ordinate is arithmetic.

Fig. 7.-Granulocyte radioactivity curves in the blood of the same four subjects
shown in figure 7. The scale on the ordinate is logarithmic.
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Fig. 8.-�Atvpical granuloc�te radioactivity curves in the blood of four normal

subjects given DFP32 intravenously.

more, the ratio of the SA during phase II to the SA at the beginning of phase I

should approximate 0.25.

The T1/2 of the initial exponential decrease (phase I ) was determined by

drawing a straight line through the points on phase II and extrapolating the

line to the ordinate ( fig. 10 ) . Appropriate values read from this extrapolated

line were subtracted from the line described in phase I and the values ob-

tamed were plotted ( open circles in fig. 10) . The T#{189}of the resulting ex-

ponential curve was then determined from the graph.

The mean T#{189}of phase I in 21 normal subjects was 7.2 hours ( table 3).

This value is not significantly different from the mean T’/2 of 6.7 hours de-

termined in normal subjects after initial in vitro labeling of blood granulocytes

alone (table 1).

The ratio of the SA during phase II to the SA at the beginning of phase I

was 0.27 ( ratio Il/I, table 3 ) . This value is not significantly different from

the mean ratio of 0.25 calculated from the grain count data ( table 2).

Phase ii. After the SA of the blood granulocyte pool reaches 0.25 of the

initial activity, the specific activity should remain at this level as long as the

metamyelocytes and PMN neutrophils, which were labeled initially with a

relative concentration of 0.25, enter the blood (fig. 9B, C, D). In addition

it should be recalled that the initial relative concentration of label in myelo-

cytes was 0.50 (table 2). Since these cells divide, the products of the first

division should have the same concentration of label as the more mature mar-
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Fig. 9.-Schematic representation of the movement of labeled cells from the

bone marrow to the blood and its influence on the blood granulocyte radioactivity
curve. The granulocytes in the blood are labeled with an initial relative activity of
one (solid circles) . However, the neutrophilic metamyelocytes (Meta) and PMN
neutrophils (PMN) in the bone marrow have an initial relative activity of only

0.25 (quarter-solid circles) , whereas the myelocytes (Myelo) have an initial label of
0.5 (half-solid circles) . The myelocytes divide and with each mitotic division the
relative activity in the cell is halved. One daughter cell enters the metamyelocyte
pool. The other daughter cell remains in the myelocyte pool to divide again. Succes-
sive steps in the movement of cells are depicted in A through F.

row cells. Therefore, the duration of phase II can be considered as represent-

ing the time for a myelocyte to divide, mature and enter the blood as a PMN

neutrophil (fig. 9A-E).

The duration of phase II is measured from the time of injection of the

DFP32 to the point at which the extrapolated lines drawn through the points

on phase II and phase III intersect (fig. 10). The mean duration of phase II

was 1 1.4 days with 95 per cent limits of 9.2 to 13.6 days (table 3). Thus, it

must take, on the average, 11.4 days for a myelocyte to divide, mature and enter

the blood. Stated in another way, the bone marrow contains an 11.4 day sup-

ply of myelocytes, metamyelocytes and PMN neutrophils. By multiplying this

figure by the previously determined mean GTR of 163 x 10� granulocytes/

Kg./day, it can be calculated that there are 186 x 108 granulocytes/Kg.

( myelocytes, metamyelocytes and PMN neutrophils ) in the bone marrow

( table 4 ) . From a consideration of the ratio of neutrophilic myelocytes to

metamyelocytes to PMN neutrophils in the bone marrow (12:22:20),52 the

time the cells spend in the marrow (11.4 days) and the total mass of marrow

cells as calculated above (186 x 108 granulocytes/Kg.), the size of each sub-

compartment of granulocytes and the time spent there (turnover time) can

be computed (table 4).

Our value for the total marrow mass of granulocytes approximates that of
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Fig. 10.-Method of analysis of the curve for phases I, II, and III. A line is

drawn through the points on phase II and extrapolated to the ordinate. To obtain

the first exponential (phase I, open dots ) , the values on the extrapolated line have
been subtracted from the data points. The duration of phase II is measured from the
ordinate to the point where the extrapolated lines from phase II and phase III
intersect. The T’/2 of phase III is read directly from the semi-logarithrmic graph.
The curve shown is the mean curve for 21 normal subjects.

200 x 10� granulocytes/Kg. in the marrow granulocyte reserve estimated by

Craddock et al.13 and that of 114 x 108/Kg. computed by Donohue et al.53’54

Phase III. The cells from the second myelocyte division have a relative

concentration of label of 0.125 ( first division = � 0.25; second di-
2

0.25

vision = 2 = 0.125) (fig. 9) . When these cells reach the blood, the

specific activity in the blood begins to decline (fig. 9E ) . The label in each

subsequent generation would be one-half of that in the former with the result

that the decline in SA of the cells in the blood must be exponential. Thus, the

T1/2 of the exponential in phase III is an approximation of the generation time

of myelocytes. Phase III is also influenced, but to a lesser degree, by the

variation in the transit time through the non-dividing pool and by the turn-

over time of the blood compartment.9

The mean T1/2 of the exponential decrease in blood radioactivity during

phase III was 2.9 days (table 3). This value is close to the turnover time of the

2.5 days in the myelocyte compartment computed above (table 4). Cronkite

et al.18 have computed a generation time of 2.25 to 2.40 days for myelocytes
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794 GARTWRIGHT, ATHENS AND WINTROBE

Table 3.-Analyses of the Blood Granulocyte Specific Activity

Curves in 21 Normal Subjects

Mean 95 Per Cent Limits

Phase I-T% in hours

Phase Il-Duration in days

Phase III-T% in days

Ratio 11/1*

7.2

11.4

2.9

0.27

2.6-11.8

9.2-13.6

1.7-4.1

0.11-0.43

#{176}Seetext for explanation.

-- Table4.-Bone Marrow Granulocyte Pool Sizes and Turnover Times

No. of Cells Turnover Time

Pool x lOs/Kg. (Days)

Total granulocyte pool 186 11.4

Myelocytes 41 2.5

Metamvelocvtes 76 4.7

PMN neutrophils 69 4.2

from tritiated thymidine labeling and a generation time of 2.43 to 2.67 days

from the mitotic index.

Interpretation. The mathematical interpretation of the DFP3� radioactivity

curve has been discussed in detail elsewhere.#{176} It should be noted that the

T’/2 of phase I, the duration of phase II, and the T#{189}of phase III derived

from the computer analysis of the DFP32 curves are essentially the same as

those obtained by the simple analysis described here ( table 3) . Both types

of analyses are based on the model shown in figure 11. This model adequately

describes the typical blood radioactivity curves following the administration

of DFP32 as well as the blood radioactivity curves obtained following the

administration of tritiated thymidine and p32#{149} In addition, it is the only one

of several models studied by computer analysis which was found to be

compatible with estimates of the number of mitotic divisions in the myeloid

series, the myelocyte generation time, and the relative size of the granulocyte

populations in the marrow. This is not to imply, however, that the validity of

this model has been established or that other models might not be devised

which would describe all of the currently available data on granulocyte

kinetics equally well.9

A MODEL OF GRANULOCYTE KINETICS

In the proposed model ( fig. 11 ), population A consists of myelocytes which

divide. Some cells enter population A from populations of cells which are

less mature ( promyelocytes and myeloblasts ) . This source of cells, indicated

by the smaller arrow entering population A, is small under conditions of

normal steady state kinetics. Only if cells are lost from population A ( indicated

by the arrow slanting upward ) or if increased demands are made on the system

to expand the populations and to increase the output of cells, is there a

significant entry of cells from an earlier population.

Cells move through population A in a sequential fashion to a point M where

cell division occurs. Fifty per cent of the daughter cells re-enter population

A to divide again. The other 50 per cent enter population B.
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Fig. 11.-Proposed model for granulocyte kinetics. (A) refers to the mvelocvte

population which undergoes mitosis ( M ) . One-half of the daughter cell population
enters the metamvelocyte population ( B ) . The other one-half remains in the mvelo-

cvte population to divide again, indicated by the heavy return arrow. For details

see text. ( H. R. \Varner and J. W. Athens. Courtesy Ann. New York Acad. Sc.).

MYELO8�.” PROM MYELO/Y META PMN BLOOD

�u �#{252}�p �

Fig. 12.-Hypothetical model for granulocvte kinetics. For explanation see text.

Mvelob. , mveloblasts; prom. , promvelocytes; myelo. , nlvelocytes; nieta, metamvelo-

cvtes ; PM N , polvmorphonuclear neutrophils.

Population B consists of metamyelocytes and PMN neutrophils. These cells

are incapable of division and they move in sequential fashion through the

process of maturation. There is some variation about the mean transit time

through population B (0.82 to 1.50 days) and this random variable is distrib-

uted normally about the mean transit time of 8.5 days.” The cells then enter

the blood where they equilibrate rapidly between the circulating granulocyte

pool ( CGP ) and the marginal granulocyte pool ( MGP ) to constitute the

total blood granulocyte pool ( TBGP ) . The cells are removed from the total

blood granulocyte pool in a random fashion and at a single exponential rate.

In normal subjects there is no appreciable pool of granulocytes in the tissues,

and granulocytes do not return from the tissues to the blood. Granulopoiesis

is a one-way process. The large pooi of cells in the bone marrow, as pointed

out by Craddock et al.,’3 serves as a reserve from which cells can be obtained

rapidly in the event of an increased demand in the periphery.

The suggestion that the myelocytes are to a great extent self-perpetuating

is not entirely new. Osgood has suggested that myelocytes from patients with

chronic myelocytic leukemia are capable of perpetuating a granulocyte popu-

lation in cell cultures.55 The observation of Maloney, \Veber and Patt21 that

for every 7.5 myelocytes produced only 3.7 metamyelocytes appear could also

be explained by a self-perpetuating myelocyte population.

The concept that the myelocytes approach self-perpetuation in the steady

state assigns to the myelocyte the role of functioning as a “semi-stem cell”

population. Only if increased demands are made on the system as a conse-
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796 CARTWRIGHT, ATHENS AND WINTROBE

quence of increased cell loss or increased need for granulocytes in the

periphery, do the earlier compartments ( promyelocytes and myeloblasts ) con-

tribute appreciable numbers of cells to the myelocyte population. This con-

cept thus proposes a series of “semi-stem cell” myeloid populations. This

speculative concept is depicted in figure 12. In this model, myeloblasts,

promyelocytes and myelocytes are depicted as self-perpetuating populations.

Under steady state kinetics with minimal loss of cells from the system and no

increase in the size or turnover rate of any of the compartments, myelocytes

would function as the “stem cell” in the sense that they approach self-

perpetuation.

Obviously, interpretation of the kinetics of granulopoiesis is difficult. It is

a multi-compartment system and direct measurement of the size and turnover

time of each compartment has not been possible. Irregularities in the process,

such as those arising from cell death, skipped compartments, failure of a cell

with mitotic potential to divide, and variations from individual to individual,

probably exist and compound the difficulties in interpretation. Needless to

say, because of the complexities of the system, the methodologic limitations,

biologic variations, and limitations in the capacity of the investigators, includ-

ing ourselves, to interpret the data, the attempt to define the system in such

detail as given in figures 11 and 12 must be considered with reservation.

APPLICATIONS OF STUDIES OF GRANULOKINETICS IN HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY

AND DISEASE

It is apparent that the development of methods for the study of granulo-

kinetics will make it possible to gain a better understanding of physiologic

mechanisms and of the response of granulocytes in disease than has been avail-

able hitherto. That the leukocyte count of the blood during a steady state

(lOSS not disclose the complete granulocytic picture of the circulating blood

is indicated by the studies relating to the circulating and marginal granulocyte

pools which were described above. The marginal pool may represent part of

the ready reserve of granulocytes, or it may serve other functions not yet

visualized. In any event, it has been generally assumed that the blood steam

is the avenue through which the granulocytes pass en route to the tissues,

where their main role is to be found. From time relationships between dis-

appearance of labeled granulocytes from the blood and the appearance of such

cells in extravascular sites, such as exudates, transudates and urine, granulo-

cyte transit times can be computed and information may be obtained con-

cerning their ultimate fate, and, indirectly, their function. Studies along such

lines have been initiated by ourse1ves� and by others.56’57

The technics described should therefore be useful in studying the speed

and character of the response of the bone marrow in various physiologic and

pathologic states.586#{176} By the application of both in vitro and the in vivo

labeling technics to a given problem in granulopoiesis, the size and turnover

times of bone marrow as well as of blood granulocytes can be computed.

In patients with disorders of granulopoiesis,8 it has been shown by the

application of the in vitro method of labeling that autologous labeled gran-
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KINETICS OF GRANULOPOIESIS IN NORMAL MAN 797

ulocytes are removed from the circulation of patients with neutrophilia ( poly-

cythemia vera, myelofibrosis, infections, Hodgkin’s disease ) at a single expon-

ential rate with a T’/2 of 6 to 19 hours. In such patients the increase in TBGP

is greater than the increase in the T#{189}. This implies that as the TBGP increases

in size, there is an increase in the GTR. On the other hand, it has been found

that in patients with chronic myelocytic leukemia in relapse, autologous cells

are removed very slowly ( T1/2 of 26 to 89 hours ) from the circulation. When

such patients are in complete hematologic remission the granulokinetic pattern

returns to normal. It has also been possible to show that, when normal mature

granulocytes are transfused into patients with chronic myelocytic leukemia in

relapse, they are removed at the normal rate, and that granulocytes from pa-

tients with chronic myelocytic leukemia in relapse, when transfused into “nor-

mal” subjects, disappear slowly from the circulation. It would seem from these

studies that immature myeloid cells must first mature before they are able to

leave the circulation. This concept is in agreement with the observation that

only mature granulocytes are seen in experimentally induced inflammatory

exudates in the skin of patients with leukemia.61 These observations imply that

the turnover of mature granulocytes in patients with chronic myelocytic

leukemia and myelofibrosis does not increase as rapidly as does the pool size

and the granulocyte count, a finding which is compatible with uric acid excre-

tion data.62 Whether chronic myelocytic leukemia is the result of an overpro-

duction of cells, a breakdown of the normal bone marrow to blood barrier, a

failure of cells to mature normally or a combination of these and perhaps other

factors is not clear from these preliminary studies.

Preliminary studies on the use of homologous transfusions in normal male

subjects have indicated that in some subjects the rate of disappearance of the

labeled cells is extremely rapid.4 This suggests that granulocyte incompatibil-

ities may exist in normal subjects not previously transfused and that by such

studies naturally occurring granulocyte “blood groups” might be defined.

In many other ways the technics described should be found useful. Thus, by

a combination of autogenous infusion, transfusion of the patient’s blood into

a normal subject, and the transfusion of normal blood into the patient, it may

become possible to differentiate granulocytopenias which are attributable to

intracellular defects from those which may he produced by extracellular

causes. The interpretation of such studies, however, may have to await the

delineation and definition of granulocyte “blood groups.”

We have found that damaged granulocytes are removed immediately from

the TBGP.4 Thus it should be possible to study the influence of various storage

conditions on the in vivo viability of granulocytes.

Clearly these are but some of the applications of the procedures described.

SUMMARY

Present knowledge concerning the kinetics of granulopoiesis has been re-

viewed and quantitative data concerning granulokinetics in normal human

subjects are presented.

A. When granulocytes are labeled in vitro and returned to the circulation
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of the donor, the distribution of the cells in the circulation and the rate of dis-

appearance of the cells from the circulation can be measured.

1. The total blood granulocyte pool ( TBGP ) consists of two compartments

which are in equilibrium with each other. These pools have been designated

the circulating granulocyte pool ( CGP) and the marginal granulocyte pool

( MGP ) . The size of the pools has been measured in 109 normal male subjects.

The mean values, expressed as numbers of cells x 10� per Kg. of body weight

were as follows: TBGP, 70; CCP, 31; and MOP, 39. The mean ratio of the CGP

to the TBGP was 0.44.

2. The labeled granulocytes leave the TBGP in an exponential fashion with

a mean half-time disappearance ( T1/2 ) of 6.7 hours as determined in 56 normal

male subjects. No evidence has been obtained for a return of granulocytes to

the blood.

3. The mean value for the granulocyte turnover rate ( GTR ) in 56 normal

male subjects was 163 x 10� granulocytes per Kg. of body weight per day.

Thus, the TBGP turns over 2.3 times per day and the turnover time for the

TBGP is 10.4 hours.

B. When granulocytes are labeled in vivo by the intravenous administration

of DFP32, the rate of disappearance of granulocytes from the circulation and

the time required for myelocytes to divide, mature and appear in the blood

can be measured. In addition, the generation time of myelocytes can be ap-

proximated. From the time parameters and the GTR, the bone marrow pooi

sizes and turnover times can be calculated. These determinations and calcula-

tions have been made for a group of 21 normal male subjects.

1. The mean half-time disappearance ( T’/2 ) of in vivo labeled granulocytes

from the circulation was 7.2 hours. This value agrees well with the value

of 6.7 hours obtained after the in vitro labeling of granulocytes.

2. The mean time required for myelocytes to divide, mature and appear in

the blood was 11.4 days.

3. The mean generation time of myelocytes was estimated to be not more

than 2.9 days.

4. The total granulocyte pool in the bone marrow ( neutrophilic myelocytes,

neutrophilic metamyelocytes and PMN neutrophils ) was calculated to be

186 x 108 cells per Kg. of body weight with a mean turnover time of 11.4 days.

The myelocyte pool was estimated to be 41 x 108 cells per Kg. with a turnover

time of 2.5 days; the metamyelocyte pool consisted of about 76 x 108 cells per

Kg. with a turnover time of 4.7 days; the average size of the mature marrow

PMN neutrophil pool was 69 x 108 cells per Kg. of body weight with a turn-

over time of 4.2 days.

C. A kinetic model for granulopoiesis, based on the studies with the DFP32

label, is presented. In this model, myelocytes are depicted as approaching a

self-perpetuating population of cells. Some cells enter this population from

populations which are less mature but this latter source of cells is small under

conditions of normal steady state kinetics. One of the daughter cells of a

myelocyte division remains in the myelocyte population to divide again. The

other daughter cell enters the metamyelocyte population. The metamyelocyte
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and PMN neutrophil population is incapable of division and cells move through

this population in sequential fashion in the process of maturation. The cells

then enter the blood where they equilibrate rapidly between the two blood

compartments. The cells are removed from the total granulocyte pool in a

random fashion. There is no appreciable pooi of granulocytes in the extra-

medullary tissues of normal subjects and granulocytes do not return from the

tissues to the blood. The entire movement of granulocytes from marrow to

tissues is uni-directional.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Le cognoscentias currente concernente le cinetica del granulopoiese es

revistate, e datos quantitative concernente le granulocinetica in normal sub-

jectos human es presentate.

A. Quando granulocytos es marcate in vitro e retornate al circulation del

donator, le distribution del cellulas in le circulation e le rapiditate del dis-

parition del cellulas ab le circulation pote esser mesurate.

1. Le thesauro total de granulocytos del sanguine ( TTGS ) consiste de duo

compartimentos le quales se trova in equilibrio reciproc. Le duo comparti-

mentos ha essite designate como TGC ( thesauro de granulocytos circulante)

e TGM ( thesauro de granulocytos marginal ) . Le magnitude del duo thesauros

esseva mesurate in 109 normal subjectos mascule. Le valores medie -

experimite como multiples de l0� cellulas per kg de peso corporee - esseva

le sequentes: TTGS, 70; TGC, 31; e TGM 39. Le valor medie del proportion

TGC:TTGS esseva 0,44.

2. Le marcate granulocytos es eliminate ab le TTGS secundo un schema

exponential, con un tempore de medie valor (T1/2 ) de 6,7 horas, secundo

determinationes in 56 normal subjectos mascule. Esseva obtenite nulle evi-

dentia pro un retorno de granulocytos al sanguine.

3. Le cadentia del metabolisation de granulocytos ( CMG ) in 56 subjectos

normal de sexo mascule esseva 163 x 10� granulocytos per kg de peso corporee

per die. Assi, le TTGS es reimplaciate 2,3 vices per die, e le tempore del

reimplaciamento es 10,4 horas.

B. Quando granulocytos es marcate in vivo per le administration intravenose

de diisopropyliluorophosphato a phosphoro radioactive ( DFP32 ), le rapiditate

del disparition de granulocytos ab le circulation e le tempore requirite per le

myelocytos pro divider Se, pro maturar, e pro apparer in le sanguine pote esser

mesurate. In plus, le tempore del generation de myelocytos pote esser deter-

minate con precision approximative. A base del parametros temporal e del

CMG, le magnitude del thesauros in le medulla ossee e le tempores del

metabolisation pote esser calculate. Iste determinationes e calculationes esseva

facite pro un gruppo de 21 normal subjectos mascule.

1. Le valor medie del tempore de medie valor (T1/2) in le disparition de

granulocytos a marcation in vivo ab le circulation esseva 7,2 horas. Iste valor

es ben conforme al valor de 6,7 horas obtenite post le marcation in vitro de

granulocytos.
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p. 231.

2. Le valor medie del tempore requirite per myelocytos pro divider se,

maturar, e pro apparer in le sanguine esseva 11,4 dies.

3. Esseva estimate que le valor medie del tempore de generation de myelo-

cytos esseva non plus que 2,9 dies.

4. Esseva calculate que le thesauro total de granulocytos in le medulla

O5SC� ( i.e., myelocytos neutrophilic, metamyelocytos neutrophilic, e neutro-

philos polymorphonucleari ) amonta a 186 x 10� cellulas per kg de peso

corporee, con un tempore medie de metabolisation de 11,4 dies. Le thesauro

de myelocytos esseva estimate como 41 x 108 cellulas per kg, con un tempore

de metabolisation de 2,5 dies. Le thesauro de metamyelocytos consisteva de

circa 76 x 108 cellulas per kg, con un tempore de metabolisation de 4,7 dies.

Le magnitude medie del thesauro de matur neutrophilos polymorphonucleari

in le medulla esseva 69 x 108 cellulas per kg de peso corporee con un tempore

de metabolisation de 4,2 dies.

C. Un modello emetic pro le granulopoiese, basate in le studios con DFP32

como marca, es presentate. In iste modello, myelocytos es presentate como

approchante un population auto-perpetuatori de cellulas. Certe cellulas entra

in iste population veniente ab populationes que es minus matur, sed iste ultime

fonte de cellulas es micre sub conditiones del normal cinetica de stato stabile.

Un del cellulas-fihia de un division myelocytic remane in le population myelo-

cytic pro re-divider Se. Le altere entra in le population metamyelocytic. Le

population metamyelocytic e le population de neutrophilos polymorphonucleari

es incapace de divider Se, e le cellulas passa per iste populationes de maniera

sequential in le processo de br maturation. Postea le cellulas entra in le

sanguine ubi illos establi rapidemente un equilibrio inter le duo supra-

mentionate compartimentos. Le cellulas es removite ab le thesauro total de

granulocytos de maniera aleatori. Ii existe nulle appreciabile thesauro de

granulocytos in le tissus extramedullari de de subjectos normal, e granulocytos

lion retorna ab le tissu ad in le sanguine. Le complete movimento de granulo-

cytos inter medulla e tissu es uni-directional.
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